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Integrative Production Technology for High-Wage CountriesSpringer, 2012

	Industrial production in high-wage countries like Germany is still at risk. Yet, there are many counter-examples in which producing companies dominate their competitors by not only compensating for their specific disadvantages in terms of factor costs (e.g. wages, energy, duties and taxes) but rather by minimising waste using synchronising...
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How to Build Your Own Underground HomeTAB Books, 1985
As you browse through this second edition of How to Build Your Own Underground Home, you must be asking yourself." What more can he find to write about after three previous books on the subject of underground homes."

The answer is basic. Like many subjects that are surrounded by good old yankee ingenuity, improvements and...
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Mobile Design Pattern Gallery: UI Patterns for Smartphone AppsO'Reilly, 2014

	
		When you’re under pressure to produce a well-designed, easy-to-navigate mobile app, there’s no time to reinvent the wheel—and no need to. This handy reference provides more than 90 mobile app design patterns, illustrated by 1,000 screenshots from current Android, iOS, and Windows Phone apps.

	
		Much has...
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Diabetic Cardiomyopathy: Biochemical and Molecular Mechanisms (Advances in Biochemistry in Health and Disease)Springer, 2014

	Diabetes has long been recognized as a disease of high blood sugar, and there has been a continuous search of the exact reason for its development and effective treatment. In 2005, the World Health Organization had estimated that more than 180 million people worldwide suffer from diabetes mellitus and indicated that this figure is likely to...
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Practical Tinker Board: Getting Started and Building Projects with the ASUS Single-Board ComputerApress, 2018

	
		Get started with the ASUS Tinker Board and begin building and expanding your own projects. This book covers the basic operating systems offered by ASUS for the Tinker Board and Tinker Board S, TinkerOS and Android, and then dives deeper into its capabilities for projects; such as a music streamer or a weather display with...
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iPad Application Development For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	The world stood on its toes as Steve Jobs announced the iPad in January
	2010 as “our most advanced technology in a magical and revolutionary
	device at an unbelievable price.”


	Do you believe in magic? The iPad has that magical quality of disappearing
	into your hands as you explore content with it. You have to hold...
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Graphs, Networks and Algorithms (Algorithms and Computation in Mathematics)Springer, 2012

	
		From the reviews of the previous editions

	
		".... The book is a first class textbook and seems to be indispensable for everybody who has to teach combinatorial optimization. It is very helpful for students, teachers, and researchers in this area. The author finds a striking synthesis of nice and interesting...
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101 Spy Gadgets for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2006
101 SPY DEVICES FOR SERIOUS SNOOPING
  This book offers an amazingly awesome and complete collection of professional spy tools that you can build yourself. You can build any project in this thrilling arsenal of spy devices for $30 or less! Not only that, even total beginners to electronics can construct these mind-boggling...
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Remote Sensing of Snow and IceCRC Press, 2005


	Although our planet is characterized by water, the extent to which water in its

	frozen state plays a role in the functioning of the Earth is perhaps underappreciated.

	Snow and ice cover about a sixth of the Earth’s surface, as snow

	lying on the ground, as glaciers and larger masses of terrestrial ice, including

	the huge...
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Smart Clothing: Technology and Applications (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2009

	GPS-embedded clothing for finding children or skiers when they are lost, bio-monitoring smart shirts, and vests that monitor a patient’s vital signs are no longer science fiction but science fact. It is quite likely that within 20 or 30 years, computers, telephones, and televisions will be a part of our intimate clothing. Covering the...
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Discrete and Continuous Fourier Transforms: Analysis, Applications and Fast AlgorithmsCRC Press, 2008
Long employed in electrical engineering, the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is now applied in a range of fields through the use of digital computers and fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithms. But to correctly interpret DFT results, it is essential to understand the core and tools of Fourier analysis. Discrete and Continuous Fourier...
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New Models of the Cell Nucleus: Crowding, Entropic Forces, Phase Separation, and Fractals, Volume 307Academic Press, 2014

	International Review of Cell and Molecular Biology presents current advances and comprehensive reviews in cell biology--both plant and animal. Articles address structure and control of gene expression, nucleocytoplasmic interactions, control of cell development and differentiation, and cell transformation and growth. Impact factor...
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